Autism Society of the RMW B
Sensory Store

Sensory | Tactile | Auditory | Visual | Fidgets | And More!

About
Sensory toys focus on the five main senses; taste, touch, smell, sight
and hearing there are two others that are vitally important, body
awareness and balance.
Sensory toys are created to help any child who has a low or high
sensory threshold it helps to:
-

Reduce Anxiety
Encourage Language Skills
Promote Sense of Touch
Promote Focus
Develop Fine Motor Skills

Check out the items we have in our sensory store throughout this
catalog.
To buy from our store, please email:
autismsupport@autismrmwb.org
or
shop on our Facebook shop tab:
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ AutismRMW B

**** Disclaimer - The Autism Society of the RMW B is in no way responsible for any of the items they sell. Please note
items may be different than they appear in the images and colors may vary. Please contact us if you require a certain
color or have any questions about the item. Please check shop tab for up to date inventory.

Contents

Auditory and Visual

Fidgets

Sensory items stimulating auditory and visual needs.

Sensory items that help with fidgeting.

Headphones

School Supplies

Noise blocking for sensitivities to sounds.

Sensory supplies that help within the classroom

Tactile

MISC.

Sensory items stimulating tactile and touch needs.

Auditory and Visual
Auditory and visual stimulation is sometimes vital in a persons everyday life when
living with ASD or SPD. Eye catching lights and different sounds catching the
persons attention and help calm and relax in stressful situations.

* * * Items may not be exact as the picture shown and colors may vary with multiple colors
available. Please lets us know if you require a certain color.

Mini Disco Balls

Bendy Tubes

Mini disco ball is very small and portable, powerful, can
provide bright and flashing lights. The disco light has
smart voice activation sensor is embedded, and strobe
lights capture nearby sounds or music and change the
color or speed of the disco lights.
$5.00

W hen the expandable tube is stretched or compressed the
noise tube generates a popping sound. You can then pull
and connect the stretchy tubes together to create lots of
fun sounds. Get creative by twisting, joining and bending
the pull tubes into colorful shapes and letters. The stretchy
tubes Fun Pull and Pop Tubes also help improve bilateral
coordination .
$5.00

Fiber Optics

Hand Lava Lamp

The light constantly shift between 7 different colors, very
eye-catching in the dark. Switch it on and clip it
anywhere you want! The small battery box is easy to
hide. Just clip it on and have fun!

The slow movement, vibrant colors, and smooth droplets
can help children and adults refocus, let go of stress or
anxiety, and even find a more rhythmic tempo at home
or in the office.

$2.00

$11.00

Tactile Play
Tactile play can be an important part of a sensory diet or fine motor skills building.
These fun items can be used in many ways to help develop skills like hand and
finger awareness and attention to surroundings.

* * * Items may not be exact as the picture shown and colors may vary with multiple colors available.
Please lets us know if you require a certain color.

W ater Beads

Pluffle

Fully expanded, smooth, squishy water beads create a
soothing tactile experience. Ideal for keeping kids happy
and busy for hours and playing a fun game. Non-fade,
Non-Toxic, 100%Biodegradable, Non-Flammable.

Perfect for tactile learning and fun, play foam pluffle is
fluffy and doesn't dry out. Take play foam pluffle out of
the container and squish and release to see the magical
movement. Or keep it in the tube and flip it for some lava
lamp-like flowing action.
$10.00

$3.00 / per pack

Slimy Sand

Tactile Kits

Sand that stretches, molds and takes shape: take a big grip
of Slimy Sand and begin gripping and molding your sand
as you play and create any shape you desire Fun sensory
experience: squish, twist, stretch and squeeze ready-made
Slimy Sand for a cool sensory experience
$5.00

Not sure which tactile items your child will enjoy? Try out
this tactile kit with samples of all! Comes with: Playdough,
Kinetic Sand, Squish ball, Slimy sand, W ater beads,
Playfoam and play clay!
$15.00

Chewies
Having an alternative item for children to chew on is a great way to stop clothing,
pencils, and body parts from harm. These items help reduce stress and anxiety and
children get the sensory input that they need.

* * * Items may not be exact as the picture shown and colors may vary with multiple colors
available. Please lets us know if you require a certain color.

Lego Chew

Sword Chew

Lego chew helps to greatly reduce anxiety and stress for
those with sensory input disorders and provide a safe
alternative to chewing on clothing, pens, desk, hands.
**Colors may vary

Sword chew helps to greatly reduce anxiety and stress for
those with sensory input disorders and provide a safe
alternative to chewing on clothing, pens, desk, hands.
**Colors may vary
$10.00

$10.00

Straw Chew

Dog Tag Chew

Straw chew helps to greatly reduce anxiety and stress for
those with sensory input disorders and provide a safe
alternative to chewing on clothing, pens, desk, hands

Dog Tag chew helps to greatly reduce anxiety and stress
for those with sensory input disorders and provide a safe
alternative to chewing on clothing, pens, desk, hands.
**Colors may vary
$5.00

$2.00

Fidgets
Fidget toys are great for many reasons. In addition to the great improved learning
skills, fidget toys help calm a child with high anxieties, help a child focus on a task,
improve coordination, and develop fine motor skills. Theses items can benefit not
only children but adults too!

* * * Items may not be exact as the picture shown and colors may vary with multiple colors
available. Please lets us know if you require a certain color.

Noodle Fidget

W ooden Cube Puzzle

Animal Noodle

These are perfect fidget toys to release
stress and also helps you keep focused
on your daily task at hands!
$2.00

These wooden puzzle fidgets encourage
visual learning and teach problem
solving, as well as manual dexterity.

These are perfect fidget toys to release
stress and also helps you keep focused
on your daily task at hands!

$5.00

Finger Fidget

Elastic Filament Balls

Breathing Ball

perfect for anxiety relief, therapy, better
attention, focus and clarity, reduce
tension and stress.

If you toss this magic ball in the air, it
will get big and like a ball; when it hit on
the floor or other things, it will get small
and like a beautiful flower.

$5.00

$3.00

Smooth
rolling
and
twisting
movement, unlimited fun, which can
effectively reduce stress and anxiety
and bring you peace of mind.

$5.00

$15.00

Tangle

Marble Fidget

Spring Finger Fidget

W ith colorful textured sections, this
Tangle provides lots of tactile
stimulation making it so much fun to
touch and explore with your fingers.

Fidgety fingers slide the marble back and
forth in this tight tube of fabric to
soothe anxiety and stress anywhere one
needs to keep quiet hands.

Roll them up and down your fingers for
a fun, unique sensation - they're perfect
for sensory and tactile stimulation!

$10.00

$3.00

$3.00

Fidget Cube

Bubble Pop Fidget

Animal Stress Ball

high variety of durable buttons,
dials, knobs, and switches to keep
your fingers occupied
$10.00

Press the bubbles and they will
make a slight popping sound; then
flip them and start over!
$10.00

smooth sensory toy balls are filled
with a bunch of thick gel beads
inside, soft plush outside.
$10.00

Fidget Multi Pack
Help focus and find calming stress relief
with these fun stress release toys. These
sensory toys are perfect for any child or
adult with active hands who enjoys
tactile sensations,.

$20.00

Gel Stress Ball

Squish Ball

These colorful fidget balls help you
focus, relieve stress and train hands,
forearms and wrists. For children
and adults.
$5.00

Use it as a fidget toy, anxiety and
stress reliever toy
$7.00

School Supplies
Modified school supplies can help children become more focused while doing their
school work.

* * * Items may not be exact as the picture shown and colors may vary with multiple colors
available. Please lets us know if you require a certain color.

Triangle Pencils

Pencil Grip

Triangular ergonomic shape adds
comfort and promotes proper pencil
grip. Sold individually. $0.75 / Each

A variety of
individually.

pencil

Pencil Topper-Screw
grips.

Sold

$3.00

Chair Bands

Over sized Pencils

W iggle Seat

The larger size diameter (13/ 32") and
smooth outer casing make it easier for
little hands to hold. 4pk.

This core balance disk works great for
providing input while sitting or
standing

$6.50

Pull, slide, or spin with the Pencil Fidget
Set.
$3.00

$20.00

Perfect for school teachers who want to
help their fidgeting students with
self-regulation and provide flexible
alternative seating in classrooms.

$5.00

Magnetic Shoe Lace

No Tie Shoelaces

Cool Qumers No Tie

Strong Magnets that don?t get open by
themselves. Tie your shoes in one
second

Shoes bundled with this elastic shoelace
can eliminate the need to tie your
shoelaces

No tie silicone shoelaces is very easy to
install,once lacing on no need to tie and
no need to worry your lace will loose
during walking and running

$10.00

$5.00

$3.50

Miscellaneous
Extra things in our sensory store!

* * * Items may not be exact as the picture shown and colors may vary with multiple colors
available. Please lets us know if you require a certain color.

Ezarc Headphones

Dr. Meter Headphones

Vanderfield Kids

Advanced hearing protection
technology combined with optimized
comfort.
$30.00

Advanced hearing protection
technology combined with optimized
comfort.
$25.00

Advanced hearing protection
technology combined with optimized
comfort.
$25.00

Swedish Dishcloths

SmileFrida Toothbrush

3 Sided Toothbrush

SmileFrida the Toothbrush has a unique
triple-angle brush design that attacks
plaque fast by hugging teeth and
cleaning all sides at once
$15.00

Unique 3 side toothbrush, wrap around
whole tooth,brush 3 sides of teeth at
once, effortlessly and time saving

Seat Belt Buckle Guard

Sand Timers

Timer

The seat belt release cover which acts as
a safety barrier that deters children and
disabled adults from unbuckling their
seat belt.

Times Available: 30 sec, 1 Min, 3

Helps children transition into next task.

$8.00

Replace kitchen sponges and paper
towels. These hard-working dishcloths
can absorb 15 times their own weight!

$10.00

Min, 5 Min, 8 Min, 10 Min
$3.00/ timer
$15.00/ 6pk

$7.50

$17.00

Contact Us
For more information about our sensory store items please call or
email us!
587-452-9334
autismsupport@autismrmwb.org
www.autismrmwb.org
Located in the lower level of the Local Unifor 707A
21B-10019 MacDonald Ave
Fort McMurray, AB T9H1S9

